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2. As the song goes – i f  you want  t o  stop t h e  revo lut ion , l e t  t h e  
wheels  go ‘ round; give t h e  heads on top a  t u r n  t o  ge t  t h e i r  

f e e t  in t h e  

ground .  at’ll 

teach them!  

Believe it or not, if 

we can learn 

anything from 

history, we should 

stop trying to 

recreate, reinvent 

or blame it for what 

we have here and  

now. Too true, 

there’s much good 

stuff  that can be  

saved, but we  

desperately need  

to get closure on 

the past. If not we  

will forever have  

these limp ‘n lame  

brain politicians  

who have no vision; too lazy to work for the future they rely on the struggle credentials  

of those who worked, played and died for what they cannot share and let go of.



The past  needs t o  be c a r e f u l l y l a b e l l e d ,  boxed and s t o r e d away 

in archives ,  l i b r a r i e s and museums,  the moment it #ies by; we gotta learn to 

press pause, play, r e c o r d  … study it seriously or casually as forms of  

enlightenment and / or entertainment… and then relax & press rewind so’s that we can all 

look back in comfort (or nostalgia if we need it) – whatever it takes to grow up and out of the  

out-dated superstitions market-driven resource devouring  

sy stems .

Let’s leave the past & history where they belong; behind us on  

a shelf, in a glass-case, a book, a record… wherever, but  

don’t allow it to blind us. Stop aiding and abetting the elders-

of-the-tribes who in their (Zeitgeist) hey-daze sincerely did 

believe that we are living on a God-given patristic planet of  

in"nite abundance. Ruled by some ancient cute cultural word-of-mouth scripture,  

because they feared the future; dying to repackage, recreate and reinvent some mythical  

glorious past, and then sell it back to us, year in and year out, as a sacred relic or event that  

drives corporate gangs of pro "t / prophet addicts "lthy rich, people debt-ridden and Ma  

Nature into despair.   ere’s enough popular destructive commercial mainstream  

marketing, advertising and product abuse to contend with. Enough now! It’s getting  

boring!



What we (the youth mainly) could  

learn or take out of history, is the  

understanding that there is a 2011  

year old world war out there; Del l  

and Marvel l  comic creators and 

writers were not wrong.  e evil 

umpires and empires may have  

moved headquarters - from Rome & 

the Vatican, Jerusalem and Bagdad  

to Gotham City, Washington and  

London – but Dr Prime Evil  still 

"ghts to take over the world; only  

time and technology are a  

‘changing; Evil can no longer keep  

us natives naked, stupid and  

superstitiously happy anymore; we are tired of being tagged as black & white magic ugly,  

unpatriotic, revolting traitors and terrorists. 

As Philosopher Dr Jacques Fresco  puts it – we the people have no power… we are (still) slaves  

to debt; we can only point to a direction… Point is, I think, we have to try and save what’s left of this  

amazing planet without expecting hand-outs and blaming or relying on the past.

Our human-race has suff ered (as the Swami Beyondananda  put it) from truth decay  

for far too long. We have to "ght it now! But given how confused, abused and misinformed  

the youth seem to be about the many useless products they are being force-fed, and for  

them to accomplish this heroic (if relatively simple and painful) process – all they really  

need is love, lots o’ light ‘n laughter so’s that they can really begin to learn from history as it  

happened and not as we are being told ‘n sold.

History, for better or worse, can be wielded as an instrument, a tool and even a weapon if  

you will – whatever – it shapes the future in which we could all feel (or be?) safe and happy.  



As the rock song says… let’s untie the past, Rap up the present, and dontcha forget – our gift for 
the future, is what our kids won’t regret.

So who’s left to listen, look and learn; to really read and write about it? We can’t all su ff er 

from truth decay at the same time?

As a young rocker recently said; we need more red-blood and less grey-hair. In the production process  

however – listen!

 e old-farts are on the way out, so it’s no good claiming victimhood and then destroying  

what they’ve built unless you have a creative, dream-driven plan in place; we can’t forever  

fool ourselves into believing that by using the old order’s new fragrant-scented pesticides  

and cancer-inducing deodorants, that the perfect world is a Video Game, a TV advert or  

Movie plot. 

 e youth are allowing themselves to be bled dry by the very generations that built and  

designed the ancient roads and paths; the elders who caused most of the kak in the "rst 

place, simply because they knew no better; using and abusing beautiful bodies draped in  

spoilt or disenchanted entitlement designer garb in old product-driven advertising  

campaigns – usually designed by youth-driven agents, employed by the old order  

industries … Ja, that’s it - sex, politics & religion - just to keep the ever-exploitive material  

world and status-quo intact?
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